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CoPA Particle Toolkit
What is the toolkit?
• Software libraries for developing
exascale applications that use
particle algorithms and proxy
applications that use the libraries
• The libraries contains general
particle and grid data structures
and algorithms implemented with
those data structures
• All of the toolkit is designed for
modern DOE HPC architectures
and builds directly on Kokkos and
other ECP libraries
• Open source distributed on GitHub
with a BSD 3-clause license

How does the toolkit impact
ECP applications?

How is the toolkit designed and
developed?

1. Serves as a rapid
development tool for
algorithm research

• Co-Design motifs distilled into a
shared set of concrete algorithms
across partner applications

2. Acts as an intermediary to
hardware vendors via isolated
algorithm implementations

• A requirements document was
produced in FY18 Q1 to build
library specifications

3. Best practices can be
translated to ECP applications

• Implementations are designed in
partnership with and reviewed by
application stakeholders

4. Integration with other ECP
proxy applications
5. Integration with full ECP
applications

• Performance benchmarks and
proxy applications give
continuous feedback on
machines like Summit and Cori
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CoPA Particle Toolkit
LAMMPS, HACC, XGC, …
Applications
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Anatomy of a timestep: Toolkit Capabilities
Molecular Dynamics (MD)
1. Halo exchange of
ghost cells

MD (w/ long-range)
1. Halo exchange of
ghost cells

May not be done every timestep, or never if using
cell lists for simple nonbonded interactions

(2. Construct neighbor lists)
3. Compute forces on
particles due to short-range
neighbors

(2. Construct neighbor lists)
3. Compute forces on particles
due to short-range neighbors
4. Compute (approximate) longrange forces, e.g. via Ewald, P3M,
FMM, or tree methods

4. Integrate equations of
motion (particle update)
5. Resorting of particles
into cell lists

5. Integrate equations of
motion (particle update)

6. Resorting of particles
into cell lists

Communication

Particle-in-Cell (PIC)
1. Particle deposition
(interpolation from
particles → mesh)

Memory/flop kernel

O(N) Quantum
1. Halo
MDexchange
MD of ghost cells
2. Construct neighbor lists

When long-range fields
exist, e.g. for plasma PIC

3. Build Hamiltonian (H) and
overlap (S) matrices

2. (Poisson) field solve
on mesh

4. Invert S and orthogonalize H
5. SCF loop iteration

3. Gather forces
(mesh → particles)

a) Build density matrix

4. Particle push
(update)

b) Calculate partial charges
via Coulomb sum

May be done occasionally/never

c) Update H and, if necessary,
orthogonalize

(5. Remapping: generate
new set of particles)
6. Resorting of particles
into cell lists

6. Compute forces on atoms
7. Particle update
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Anatomy of a timestep: Cabana
Molecular Dynamics (MD)
1. Halo exchange of
ghost cells

MD (w/ long-range)

Communication
Particle-in-Cell (PIC)

1. Halo exchange of
ghost cells

3. Compute forces on
particles due to short-range
neighbors

(2. Construct neighbor lists)
3. Compute forces on particles
due to short-range neighbors

4. Particle push
(update)
4. Integrate equations of
motion (particle update)
5. Resorting of particles
into cell lists

O(N) Quantum
1. Halo
MDexchange
MD of ghost cells
2. Construct neighbor lists

May not be done every timestep, or never if using
cell lists for simple nonbonded interactions

(2. Construct neighbor lists)

Memory/flop kernel

5. Integrate equations of
motion (particle update)

6. Resorting of particles
into cell lists

b) Calculate partial charges
via Coulomb sum

May be done occasionally/never

(5. Remapping: generate
new set of particles)
6. Resorting of particles
into cell lists

6. Compute forces on atoms
7. Particle update
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Cabana - Particle Data Structures
This is also a particle
This is a particle

𝑉"
𝑋"

struct Particle
{
float pos_x;
float pos_y;
float pos_z;
double vel_x;
double vel_y;
double vel_z;
int matid;
};

So is this…
struct Particle
{
float pos[3];
double vel[3];
int matid;
};

And even this is a particle…
using Particle = std::tuple<std::array<float,3>,
std::array<double,3>,
int>;

Particles are tuples of multidimensional data
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Cabana - Data Layouts for Multiple Particles

• Array-of-Structs (AoS) has good data locality but is not stride-1 in particles and therefore may not vectorize well
• Struct-of-Arrays (SoA) is stride-1 in particles and therefore may vectorize but can have poor data locality
• Array-of-Struct-of-Arrays (AoSoA) can be stride-1 in particles and has data locality similar to array-of-structs
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Accessing Cabana Particle Data as Arrays - Slices
Cabana AOSOA data is accessed by composing slices over individual fields:

Slice over X

auto x_slice = aosoa.slice<X>();
x_slice( pid ) = …;

// 1d-access

Provide an interface that makes
a slice look like a
Kokkos::View. Support 1d
and 2d indexing.

int struct_idx = pid / vector_length;
int array_idx = pid % vector_length;
x_slice.access( struct_idx, array_idx ) = …; // 2d-access
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Cabana - Parallel Loops
• Custom parallel for loops dispatch

user functors in Kokkos execution
patterns

• SIMD execution over AoSoA/slice

requires two indices to allow compiler
resolution of inner loop
– A complementary execution policy

defines loop bounds

• Neighbor parallel for allows for

different loop options over neighbor
lists
– A neighbor reduction will be

implemented (e.g. force computations)
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Cabana - Sorting
and Binning
• Cabana::Slice and
Kokkos::View can be used as
keys
• Binning groups elements by a
common key
• Sorting is conceptually just
binning but each element gets its
own bin
• A binning data structure is
generated and used to permute
both Cabana::AoSoA and
Cabana::Slice
• Cabana::LinkedCellList is
a cell binning variant and has
identical permute interface
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Cabana - Redistribution
• Redistribution moves data between

two uniquely owned distribution

• ”Fast” create knows the

communication topology a priori

• “Slow” create computes the

topology from the destinations

• Particles may be “filtered” in this

operation

– Passing a negative rank removes the

particle from the new distribution

• Both in-place and out-of-place

migration supported

• MPI+Kokkos programming model

requires a GPU-enabled MPI
implementation

– GPU pointers are passed directly to

MPI calls
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Cabana - Halo Exchange
• Halo exchange shares uniquely

owned data as ghost data with
potentially multiple MPI ranks

– Gather pulls data from the owner

rank to the ghost ranks

– Scatter sums data from the ghost

ranks back to the owner rank and
resolves collision

• The communication plan computes

the number of ghosts on a given
process

• ”Fast” create knows the

communication topology a priori

• “Slow” create computes the

topology from the destinations

• Only in-place halo exchange

supported
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Cabana - Neighbor Lists
• Verlet list implementation gives particle ids

within a given radius of each particle

• User defines a background grid over which

particles are binned prior to search

• Full and half neighbor lists available
• CSR and 2D storage available
• Single-node only
– Will likely develop distributed version that handles

ghosting automatically

• Template policy interface defines general

access to neighbor list data

– Will extend to additional implementations
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Anatomy of a timestep: Toolkit Capabilities
Molecular Dynamics (MD)
1. Halo exchange of
ghost cells

MD (w/ long-range)
1. Halo exchange of
ghost cells

May not be done every timestep, or never if using
cell lists for simple nonbonded interactions

(2. Construct neighbor lists)
3. Compute forces on
particles due to short-range
neighbors

(2. Construct neighbor lists)
3. Compute forces on particles
due to short-range neighbors
4. Compute (approximate) longrange forces, e.g. via Ewald, P3M,
FMM, or tree methods

4. Integrate equations of
motion (particle update)
5. Resorting of particles
into cell lists

5. Integrate equations of
motion (particle update)

6. Resorting of particles
into cell lists

Communication

Particle-in-Cell (PIC)
1. Particle deposition
(interpolation from
particles → mesh)

Memory/flop kernel

O(N) Quantum
1. Halo
MDexchange
MD of ghost cells
2. Construct neighbor lists

When long-range fields
exist, e.g. for plasma PIC

3. Build Hamiltonian (H) and
overlap (S) matrices

2. (Poisson) field solve
on mesh

4. Invert S and orthogonalize H
5. SCF loop iteration

3. Gather forces
(mesh → particles)

a) Build density matrix

4. Particle push
(update)

b) Calculate partial charges
via Coulomb sum

May be done occasionally/never

c) Update H and, if necessary,
orthogonalize

(5. Remapping: generate
new set of particles)
6. Resorting of particles
into cell lists

6. Compute forces on atoms
7. Particle update
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Anatomy of a timestep: Cajita
Molecular Dynamics (MD)

MD (w/ long-range)

Communication
Particle-in-Cell (PIC)

Memory/flop kernel

O(N) Quantum

1. Particle deposition
(interpolation from
particles → mesh)
When long-range fields
exist, e.g. for plasma PIC

2. (Poisson) field solve
on mesh

4. Compute (approximate) longrange forces, e.g. via Ewald, P3M,
FMM, or tree methods

3. Gather forces
(mesh → particles)
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Cajita – Global Interpolation
• Grid-to-Point (G2P) and Point-to-Grid (P2G)

including gather/scatter operations via threads
and MPI
– Linear, quadratic, and cubic b-splines
– Interpolate to any entity types on structured grids
– Handles periodicity

• A number of interpolations available to

compose differential operators
– Cajita::ScalarValueP2G
– Cajita::VectorValueP2G
– Cajita::ScalarGradientP2G

– Cajita::VectorDivergenceP2G
– Cajita::TensorDivergenceP2G
– Cajita::ScalarValueG2P
– Cajita::VectorValueG2P
– Cajita::ScalarGradientG2P
– Cajita::VectorGradientG2P
– Cajita::VectorDivergenceG2P

• User writes a Kokkos functor to generate their

own interpolants
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Cajita – Local Interpolation
• Grid-to-Point (G2P) and Point-to-Grid (P2G)

for in-kernel operations and kernel fusion

– Same support for splines and entity interpolation
– Same differential operator implementations

provided

• Promotes GPU performance via data re-use

and kernel fusion

– Multiple interpolants may be generated and

evaluated in a kernel
– Some recent MPM results show 3x-4x by fusing

kernels

• User still writes a Kokkos functor if they want

custom interpolants

• Consider this a production expert capability
– Currently user must handle all gather/scatter

operations using Kokkos::ScatterView and
Cajita::Halo

– Working towards additional interfaces that

facilitate this
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Cajita – 3D FFT
• Interface to the HEFFTE (UTK ICL)

library for 3D FFTs

• Forward and reverse transforms on

complex numbers supported
• HEFFTE supports CUDA and threaded

implementations via FFTW and CUFFT
– Kokkos::Device type triggers the right

implementation

• We are working with HEFFTE team on

integrating new content as well as
interface development

– Real-Complex, Complex-Real transforms

• https://bitbucket.org/icl/heffte/src/master/
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Cajita – Linear Solvers
• Interface to the Hypre (LLNL) structured

linear solvers and preconditioners
– PCG
– GMRES
– BiCGStab
– Jacobi
– SMG
– PFMG

• Hypre supports CUDA and threaded

implementations

– Kokkos::Device type triggers the right

implementation

• Users generate a sparse structured

operator via stencil and an array of matrix
entries
• Unified high-level interface across solvers
– Individual solver wrappers include access to

additional options (e.g. multigrid)
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Anatomy of a timestep: Summary
Molecular Dynamics (MD)
1. Halo exchange of
ghost cells

(2. Construct neighbor lists)
3. Compute forces on
particles due to short-range
neighbors

MD (w/ long-range)
1. Halo exchange of
ghost cells

(2. Construct neighbor lists)
3. Compute forces on particles
due to short-range neighbors
4. Compute (approximate) longrange forces, e.g. via Ewald, P3M,
FMM, or tree methods

4. Integrate equations of
motion (particle update)
5. Resorting of particles
into cell lists

5. Integrate equations of
motion (particle update)

6. Resorting of particles
into cell lists

Cabana
Particle-in-Cell (PIC)
1. Particle deposition
(interpolation from
particles → mesh)

Cajita

Progress/BML

O(N) Quantum
1. Halo
MDexchange
MD of ghost cells
2. Construct neighbor lists

When long-range fields
exist, e.g. for plasma PIC

3. Build Hamiltonian (H) and
overlap (S) matrices

2. (Poisson) field solve
on mesh

4. Invert S and orthogonalize H
5. SCF loop iteration

3. Gather forces
(mesh → particles)

a) Build density matrix

4. Particle push
(update)

b) Calculate partial charges
via Coulomb sum

(5. Remapping: generate
new set of particles)
6. Resorting of particles
into cell lists

c) Update H and, if necessary,
orthogonalize
6. Compute forces on atoms
7. Particle update
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Example by Proxy: CabanaMD
• Classical MD mini-app based on ExaMiniMD and ported to Cabana
– Most algorithm implementations replaced with Cabana functions
• New Cabana algorithms and data structures that improve on ExaMiniMD performance can make

their way into EXAALT

– Different strategies for particle layout, halo exchange, redistribution, and force loops
• Lennard-Jones scaling on all ECP relevant hardware (supported by Kokkos)
• New neural network potential has been deployed and excellent scaling demonstrated compared

to existing implementations

– Cabana memory layout enabled performant implementation
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CabanaMD: Classical MD mini-app
Memory/
flop kernel

MD data

Communication

Single MD timestep
1. Halo exchange of ghost cells
and redistribution
Not done every timestep

(2. Construct neighbor lists)
3. Compute forces on particles
due to short-range neighbors

Ø Cabana::AoSoA for atoms: x, v, f, type, id, q
Ø Kokkos::View for potential parameters & comm
Ø Cabana::migrate(distributor, AoSoA);
Cabana::gather(halo,x);
Cabana::scatter(halo,x);

Initial understanding of data layout and
communication decisions on
performance across hardware

Ø Cabana::VerletList(x);

Ø Loop over Cabana::VerletList with x & f
Cabana::Slice from Cabana::AoSoA

Ø Loop over x, v, & f Cabana::slice from
Cabana::AoSoA

4. Integrate equations of motion
(particle update)
Not done every timestep

(5. Resorting of particles)

Lennard-Jones performance (hybrid
MPI+Cabana)

(L) Suboptimal data layout (1 AoSoA / vector length 16/1 for CPU/GPU)
(R) Optimal data layout (6 AoSoA / vector length 1/16 for CPU/GPU)

•
•
•
•
•

IBM POWER9 (32 core/4 threads, LLNL Lassen/Sierra)
Intel Broadwell (36 core/2 threads, LLNL Quartz)
AMD Epyc (48 core/2 threads, LLNL Corona)
ARM ThunderX2 (48 core/4 threads, LLNL Ulna)
NVIDIA V100 (4 GPU, LLNL Lassen)

Ø Cabana::LinkedCellList(x, AoSoA);
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FY20 Plans
Algorithms
• buffered_parallel_for to allow for massive particle counts while mitigating CUDA UVM page faults
• New tree-based neighbor list capabilities based on ECP ST library ArborX (https://github.com/arborx/ArborX)
– We are currently limited to relatively uniform density neighbor lists
• Neighbor list reductions for pair-wise interactions
• Adding native periodic boundary support for MD-like neighbor lists and communication
• More long-range solvers (Q1)
• Improved particle-grid support (Q1)

Performance
• MPI pack/unpack performance improvements with NVIDIA
– Impacts migration and halo exchange
– Promote coalescing with AoSoA
• Further assessment of communication patterns within applications
• Propagate binning/sorting enhancements to the rest of library and potentially Kokkos::BinSort
• Deploy neighbor list and sorting/binning performance tests and deploy/improve on Summit
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Questions?
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